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New U.S. Sanctions Fax
Are a Powerful Weapon Against
Email
Corruption and Human
Rights Abuse Worldwide
Global Magnitsky Sanctions Require No Jurisdictional Nexus with the United States,
Define Corruption Broadly, Expose Foreign Government Officials, Foreign Private
Parties and U.S. Persons to Sanctions, and Impose Strict Liability on Leade s of
Foreign Entities for the Corrupt Acts of Their Entities
With the adoption of a new U.S. sanctions regime that targets corruption and human rights abusers
globally, the United States added a powerful weapon to its already formidable legal arsenal.
U.S. National Emergency with Respect to Human Rights Abuses and Corruption
O De e e
,
, the U.S. P eside t issued E e uti e O de
Blo ki g the P ope t of
1
Persons Involved in Serious Human Rights Abuse and Corruption. The Orde de la es a ational
e e ge
ith espe t to se ious human rights abuses and a broad range of corrupt acts that
th eate the sta ilit of i te atio al political a d e o o i s ste s a d o stitute a u usual
an extraordinary threat to the natio al se u it , fo eig poli , a d e o o of the U ited States. 2
Global Magnitsky Human Rights and Accountability Act
EO 13818 in substantial part implements the Global Magnitsky Human Rights Accountability Act
Global Magnitsky Act , a
la that authorizes the President to freeze certain property and
restrict the entry into the United States of fo eig pe so s that the P eside t dete i es, ased
o
edi le e ide e, a e espo sible for certain corrupt acts and human rights abuses committed
wholly or substantially outside of the United States the Global Magnitsky Sanctions .3
͞Remarkably encompassing, EO 13818 is fit to advance the national objectives it
proclaims, that ͚t]he United States seeks to impose tangible and significant
consequences on those who commit serious human rights abuse or engage in
corruption, as well as protect the financial system of the United States from abuse
by these same persons͛͟
“Tangible and Significant Consequences” for Corrupt Actors and Human Rights Abusers
Beyond the parameters of the Global Magnitsky Act, and particularly in connection with
corruption, EO 13818 considerably expands the range of sanctionable conduct and persons. In
support of its many provisions that exceed the sanctions authorized by the Global Magnitsky Act,
EO 13818 invokes sanctions authority under International Emergency Economic Powers Act.4 More
important than the underlying legal mechanics of this aspect of EO 13818 is what it suggests about
the u e t Ad i ist atio ’s sanctions philosophy and potential enforcement posture. Remarkably
encompassing in scope and potential effect, EO 13818 is fit to advance the national objectives it
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proclaims, that [t]he U ited States seeks to i pose ta gi le a d sig ifi a t o se ue es o
those who commit serious human rights abuse or engage in corruption, as well as protect the
fi a ial s ste of the U ited States f o a use these sa e pe so s. 5
Telephone
Fax
EO 13818 directly targets foreign government officials and private parties who commit or enableEmail

Extraordinary Sanctions for Foreign Government Officials and Private Parties

human rights abuses and certain corrupt acts.6 The Order also employs extraordinary theories of
liability. For example, EO 13818 holds current and former leade s of fo eig e tities (government
and private) strictly and vicariously liable—and thus sanctionable—for the corrupt acts, during a
leade ’s te u e, of their entities.7 The Order also imputes the sanctioned status of a blocked private
o go e
e t e tit to its u e t o fo e leade s, if the e tit as lo ked as a esult of
a ti ities elated to the leade ’s o offi ial’s te u e. 8 Additionally, EO 13818 treats as a corrupt act
the transfer or facilitation of the transfer of corrupt proceeds by current or former foreign
go e
e t offi ials a d pe so s a ti g fo o o their behalf. 9 These three bases for liability,
among others, are unique to EO 13818—they are not provided for by the Global Magnitsky Act.
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U.S. and Foreign Persons’ Sanctions Exposure (Global Magnitsky Series)
U.S. persons also have sanctions exposure under the Global Magnitsky Sanctions. Some U.S.
persons (natural and legal) are, under the Global Magnitsk A t, fo eig pe so s a d presumably
could be sanctioned for human rights abuses and corrupt acts.10 All persons, including all U.S.
persons, are sanctionable under EO 13818 for providing, inter alia, material assistance or support
or goods and services to or in support of, among others, blocked parties or conduct that is se ious
human rights abuse or corruption if such acts were o du ted a fo eig pe so . 11 In addition,
under the Global Magnitsky Act, all persons are subject to civil and criminal penalties for
committing or causing sanctions violations and for attempts or conspiracies to violate sanctions.12
The foregoing and additional provisions of the Global Magnitsky Sanctions, as well as key
differences between EO 13818 and the Global Magnitsky Act, are discussed in forthcoming
installments of a MassPoint series on the Global Magnitsky Sanctions, of which this is the first part.
͞By and through the Global Magnitsky Sanctions, the United States is asserting, as
a default position and without regard to the availability of adequate legal recourse
overseas, universal jurisdiction over covered corrupt acts and human rights
abuses.͟
U.S. Universal Jurisdiction Over Certain Corruption and Human Rights Abuses
As the name indicates, the Global Magnitsky Sanctions reach worldwide. They require no
jurisdictional nexus between the United States and the conduct or persons they target. By and
through the Global Magnitsky Sanctions, the United States is asserting, as a default position and
without regard to the availability of adequate legal recourse overseas, universal jurisdiction over
covered corrupt acts and human rights abuses. As discussed in a later part of this series, the
assertion of universal jurisdiction over corruption is a departure from national laws and
international frameworks that expressly or impliedly defer to national governments to punish their
officials who solicit or receive bribes or engage in other corruption.
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Parties Sanctioned to Date Reflect Global Reach of Sanctions
To date, 52 individuals and entities have been sanctioned under the Global Magnitsky Sanctions.13
They represent, among other nations, the Gambia, South Sudan, the Democratic Republic of
Telephone
Congo, Myanmar (Burma), Israel, Serbia, Nicaragua, the Dominican Republic, Russia, Pakistan,
Fax
14
Cyprus, and the British Virgin Islands.
͞Even a cursory review of news headlines suggests that any number of foreign
government officials and related private parties around the world could have
potential sanctions exposure, particularly for corruption as broadly defined by the
Global Magnitsky Sanctions.͟
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Potential for Expansive Future Sanctions Enforcement
Given the substantive and geographic sweep of the Global Magnitsky Sanctions, the list of
sanctioned parties could easily expand. Even a cursory review of news headlines suggests that any
number of foreign government officials and related private parties around the world could have
potential sanctions exposure, particularly for corruption as broadly defined by the Global
Magnitsky Sanctions.
Of course, how and to what effect the Global Magnitsky Sanctions will be enforced remains to be
seen, and decisions to impose sanctions on specific persons or in connection with certain countries
will undoubtedly involve legal, policy and political considerations, and probably some controversy.
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Practical Steps for Foreign and U.S. Parties
Foreign and U.S. parties having international business, other activities or connections that may
relate to conduct, persons or locales potentially within the scope of the Global Magnitsky Sanctions
should assess their risk and related obligations. Banks, businesses and other parties that engage in
transactions with or on behalf of, among others, current or former foreign government officials or
wholly or partially state-owned enterprises should take similar steps and make appropriate
modifications to their due diligence protocols and other aspects of their business conduct and/or
compliance programs. These and other practical implications of and responses to the new legal
framework are discussed in forthcoming installments of this MassPoint Global Magnitsky Sanctions
series.
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For information about MassPoint Legal and Strategy Advisory PLLC or this or related publications,
contact the author, Hdeel Abdelhady at habdelhady@masspointpllc.com or +1-202-630-2512.
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[ EO 13818 o the Order ]. The O de took effe t o De e e
,
.

2

EO 13818, preamble.

3

Global Magnitsky Human Rights Accountability Act, Subtitle F of the National Defense Authorization Act for Fiscal
Year 2017, Pub. Law No. 114-328, §§1262-65 at §
, odified at U.S.C.
ote De . ,
[the Global
Magnitsky Act ].
4

EO 13818, preamble.

5

Id.

6

Id. at § 1(a)(ii).

7

Id. at §1(a)(C)(1).

8

Id. § 1(a)(ii)(C)(2).

9

Id. §1(a)(B)(2).

Global Magnitsky Act, Pub. Law No. 114-328, §
i po ti g the defi itio of fo eig pe so f o the
Te o is Sa tio s Regulatio s at C.F.R.
.
. C.F.R.
.
defi es a fo eig pe so as a
itize
or national of a foreign state (including any such individual who is also a citizen or national of the United States), or
any entity not organized solely under the laws of the United States or existing solely in the United States, but does
ot i lude a fo eig state. e phasis added .
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11

EO 13818 at § 1(iii)(A)(1).

11

Id. at § 1(iii)(A).
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Global Magnitsky Act, Pub. Law No. 114-328, § 1263(f). IEEPA, 50 U.S.C. § 1705.

O De e e
,
, pu sua t to EO
, the T easu Depa t e t’s Offi e of Fo eig Assets Co t ol OFAC)
added 15 individuals and 37 related entities to the list of Spe iall Desig ated Natio als SDNs). OFAC, Issuance of
Global Magnitsky Executive Order; Global Magnitsky Designations, December 21, 2017. Concurrently, OFAC
released Global Magnitsky Sanctions FAQs. Thirteen individuals and entities listed in an Annex to EO 13818 were
sanctioned on December 20, 2017. The rest were designated by the Treasury Department on December 21. EO
13818, Annex.
13

14

A search of the sanctions lists maintained by OFAC indicates that as of February 25, 2018, 52 individuals and
entities have been listed as Specially Designated Nationals (SDNs) pursuant to the Global Magnitsky Sanctions. For
background on parties sanctioned on December 21, 2017, see Treasury Department, United States Sanctions
Human Rights Abusers and Corrupt Actors Across the Globe, December 21, 2017.
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